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As learning and teaching English is on top of most scientific and practical 
researches, it has never been stopped discussing and exploring new ideas. In fact, the 
period of quarantine has given signals to researchers and teachers to think about, 
conclude and continue teaching process. Most of them start to produce home teaching 
activities and share them virtually while some have still several problems with 
teaching during the lockdown. However, after some time every process will run as it 
used to be, so in the paper we’ll try to discuss possible issues of teaching English in 
the classroom and some solutions will be given. 
Firstly, before starting analysis it should be stated that current methods of 
teaching can’t be rejected. In fact, we need history to learn and experience something 
new. In the paper it claims that some of methods need updating. We know the aim of 
traditional pedagogy is to provide acquisition by the learners of knowledge 
previously gained by humanity. This is basically achieved through memorization. 
Contemporary society poses so many problems in front of specialists that it is hardly 
possible to acquire all knowledge and skills that they will need for professional 
activities during their career. The essence of problem solving in education is first of 
all to acquire methods of gaining new knowledge independently based on application 
of existing knowledge and skills. Thus, it is quite logical that this approach is 
particularly productive in teaching foreign languages to teachers of various subjects. 
[2] In the following the paper states state some problems while teaching English as a 
foreign language. 
Inattentive students. This kind of students disturb the lesson. However, they are 
not guilty for that, because the teacher may not able to concentrate them to the lesson 
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so that they fell bored and do other activities instead of participating. Actually 
teachers play vital roles in the lives of the students in their classrooms. Teachers are 
best known for the role of educating the students that are placed in their care. Beyond 
that, teachers serve many other roles in the classroom. Teachers set the tone of their 
classrooms, build a warm environment, mentor and nurture students, become role 
models, and listen and look for signs of trouble. [4] 
The lack of illustration of a student. Most students don’t have experience and 
outlook, so that is why they may go off the topic or say completely different things 
instead of thinking and finding alternative sentences which are really related to the 
topic. 
No comprehension to the meaning of the tasks or words. It might be difficult if 
the whole tasks are written in English or in English definition. What if the student 
cannot understand them? To avoid such kind of problems the book has to have the 
translation of some difficult words and phrases. On the other hand, sometimes a 
teacher has to use native language to avoid students be depressed when they can’t 
express in English. The following task, suggested by Hornby school, leads to think 
about when to use native language in the class: 
Which language would you use in the following situations and why? 
1 You are going to tell the class about your weekend. English / L1 
2 You want to check that your learners understand your instructions. English / 
L1 
3 You want to give instructions for a new activity. English / L1 
4 You want to explain the meaning of the word ‘hot’. English / L1 
5 You have to explain the meaning of a complicated word in a reading text, but 
you don’t want to waste time. English / L1 
6 A child is ill and wants to tell you. English / L1 
7 A learner makes a mistake in English. You want to correct him/her. English / 
L1 
8 A child is unhappy and you want to know why. English / L1 
9 You are setting up classroom equipment. You want to explain. English / L1. 
[1] 
Boredom. Students might be bored if the teacher always teaches them in the 
same way. At times they should change their method to break the ice or boredom. A 
teacher should give them questions which are different from the lesson. They might 
be family topics, about their interests, hobbies and so on. On this issue Hornby 
School claims that the role of teacher talk is to maximize students’ learning. Teachers 
assist students in learning a new language through classroom talk. With the advent of 
communicative language teaching, classroom interaction analysis has emphasized the 
amount of TTT (Teacher Talking Time) and the ratio in comparison to STT (Student 
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Talking Time). This did serve a purpose in making language teachers aware of the 
difference between, teacher-fronted and learner-centered teaching practices. [1] 
Not being identical. In any class learners should not be divided into strong and 
weak ones. It might reduce the interest for the lesson. The teacher should pay more 
attention to the students who are falling behind the class. They should more inspire 
them than others. Only in this case we can get rid of the number of such kind of 
students  
No homework. If a teacher is not strict, his/her students might use to be lazy. 
Nowadays some students are used to saying “I did not get the task”. To avoid the 
problem a teacher should repeat the home task at least 3 times and then ask if there is 
a question about the assignment. 
It is well known that the understanding of the unknown from the perspective of 
foreign language students is also influenced by their expectations, motivation, 
learning environment and the value they attach to the foreign language being learnt. 
Foreign languages should therefore be taught in a way that enables students to 
express themselves appropriately and effectively in multilingual and multicultural 
contexts upon the completion of a language course. [3] I’ve tried to investigate one of 
the smallest drops of a huge ocean in my topic using occasions on teaching that have 
been worked out for us. To give qualified knowledge to young generation a teacher 
must include every technique of teaching and as a teacher it’s worth permanent 
inquiring for our learners. 
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